The Basis of Future Operations
front, was all the greater; and the homeland could only give such support if its own moral was high. The way in which the troops behaved in public places and their attention to saluting were sure tests of the condition of the army. Their conduct was by no means always good in this respect.
The infantry was trained in the new methods, and in musketry ; courses for group and company commanders were continued everywhere.
The training of machine-gunners was carried out on the most comprehensive scale, and a special practice-ground was set aside for the marksmen detachments.
On our artillery ranges the artillery improved its shooting and its co-operation with aircraft. The dilution brought about by the large number of new formations had to be remedied by most careful training on all parts of the front.
Trench mortar units also, as well as pioneers and signallers, were given special schools and training grounds, on which they studied the particular uses of their weapons ; but officers of other arms were also instructed there.
Training was carried on without interruption, both in and behind the line. The life was much the same as in peace time. Everywhere efforts were made to fit the army for its heavy task, and to keep its losses within bounds.
At home, work proceeded on similar lines. Unfortunately conditions were unfavourable, the instructional personnel being too old. Rations were short, and depot units were too much in touch with home and not enough with the army. I always tried to have recruits trained as far as possible at recruit depots behind the front. A start was made and more was done as time went on.
Of course, all our leaders, myself included, made every effort to prevent the troops from becoming tired or stale under training. Physical rest was an absolute necessity for the maintenance even of discipline, and it was only by adequate periods of relaxation in rest-billets that men could gradually recover from the heavy moral strain. They had to be provided with comfortable quarters. Recuperation was impossible in empty huts,
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